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Introduction to Do Lord Remember Me
In a gray fieldstone house in Nashville, Tennessee, the Reverend Joshua Smith Sr.--the staunch and
gentle man known to thousands in black churches throughout the South as the Singing Evangelist and
to one white reporter as "the Colored Billy Graham"--is trying to compose his own obituary on what
will be the last day of his life. In doing so, he looks back over that life--from his childhood in rural
nothern Mississippi to the civil rights movement of the 1960s, from tears of humiliation to songs of
celebration and triumph.

When Do Lord Remember was first published in 1984, the Chicago Sun-Times compared it to Alex
Haley's Roots, Newsday described it as "exquisitely crafted," People as "distinguished," the
Philadelphia Inquirer as "riveting," and the Cleveland Plain-Dealer declared "every page has
something worth remembering." Twenty years later and now a classic, Do Lord Remember Me is an
eloquent and deeply moving story about a black family's dignified struggle for survival.

Praise For Do Lord Remember Me
"An intense and passionate story."
- Ebony

"Julius Lester is foremost...among black writers who produce their works from a position of historical
strength."
- The New York Times Book Review
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"Lester forces us to feel the texture of the South as it must have felt...at once lamentational, cautionary,
and joyous."
- The Boston Globe

From the Author
A few years before my father died in 1981 he said to me, “You should write a book about me.” I
smiled and said maybe I would, but inside I was thinking that there was nothing in my father’s life to
write about.

A couple of months after his death, I was sitting at my desk in my office at the University of
Massachusetts where I taught at the time, and I suddenly realized that the left side of my face was
frozen. I could not blink my left eye or speak out of that side of my mouth. A visit to the doctor
informed me that I had Bell’s Palsy and the condition would gradually go away of itself. However, it
was Rebecca Dobkins, a student of mine, who brought me a book from one of her anthropology
classes and directed my attention to a paragraph about the Apaches. They believed, I read, that if
someone suffered facial paralysis, that person was being inhabited by the spirit of a dead relative. I
realized that my father was serious about my writing that book about him.

Do Lord Remember Me is based on my father’s life. The opening scene came to me when I began
cleaning out my father’s study the day after his funeral. I opened the middle drawer of his desk where
I found a manila folder. Inside were five or six drafts of his obituary in his own hand. As I examined
them I recognized that they had been written over a period of time because the handwriting in each
became progressively more shaky. Suddenly, it was as if I were suspended from the ceiling, looking
down at an old black man sitting at his desk trying to sum up the facts and accomplishments of his life.

I also found a packet of letters my parents had written each other during the first year of their
marriage. Much to my surprise I learned they had not lived together during that year, my mother
choosing to remain at her mother’s. Reading those letters provided much material for my imagination.
A number of the incidents and stories are taken directly from my father’s life. The story about Rev.
Smith’s healing someone is taken from a story someone told me about my father after his death. It was
the first I knew that my father had practiced faith healing but never publicly.

After my mother read the novel, she said, “A lot of things you wrote in that book weren’t true.”

“I know it,” I said.

“Then, why’d you write it?” she wanted to know.

“Because there are things that are true just in the emotions.”

And that is the extent of the conversation my mother and I had about the novel.
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Reading Group Guide Questions

1. While the novel is based on my father’s personality and life, what is the real subject of the novel?

2. The novel is written in four sections covering one day, the last day of Rev. Smith’s life. In which
section - Afternoon, Morning, Night, Evening - does Rev. Smith die? Why is the novel structured
in this way?

3. Although the novel takes place on one day, through the memory of Rev. Smith, what is the novel’s
time span?

4. What is the role of religion in the novel and What are the ways religion is expressed?

5. Do you think Rev. Smith is a hero? If so, in what ways? If not, what would he have had to do to be
a hero?

6. When the Rev. Smith recalls his return home to bury his brother, he ponders whether faith alone
can heal all wounds.  What does he conclude?

7. What are the differences between Rev. Smith's relationships with his two sons? How does each son
manifest what they have learned from their father? What does Carl mean when he tells his father
(p. 161) that his having a white wife is "what you gave me?"

8. What do you think of Rev. Smith's marriage to someone who was light enough to pass for white?
Did he really love her, or was his marriage to her an act of racial self-hatred?

9. Does Rev. Smith approve of the Civil Rights Movement? Does he feel left behind because of the
Civil Rights Movement? Does Carl's involvement in the Civil Rights Movement make Rev. Smith
ashamed of the compromises he made? If so, should he feel ashamed?

About the Author
Julius Lester is the author of over thirty books for children and adults. He has received numerous
awards including a Newbery Honor, ALA Notable Book, and Smithsonian magazine's Best Book of
the Year. He lives in Belchertown, Massachusetts.


